Festival Fiumare is a part of the European Maritime Day
RIJEKA IS THE CENTRE OF KVARNER

*Quaternarius* is the Latin name for a place combining four extremes: mountains from the north, islands from the south, rocky coast from the east and a large peninsula from the west, with the clash of the south and north winds, the east and west commercial, customary and civilisation influences.

This is Kvarner, and the centre of Kvarner is Rijeka.

*Rijeka – Fiume – Rika – Reka* is a city where different nations, cultures and languages have intertwined for centuries. Rijeka has always remained Rijeka, itself, independent and special. But always true to the sea, bound to the sea and opened through its harbour to the entire world. The wind whizzing along the edges of sails and the call of the sea, “Mare Nostrum” – the Mediterranean, have always attracted Rijeka to the sea, the place where the Rječina enters the sea. This is the venue of the festival Fiumare. Rijeka market, and especially the fish market, the bus, railroad and sea passenger terminals, ships, restaurants and hotels, fishing vessels, tourist sailing boats… these are all parts of a “living tissue” of the city where the way of life has not changed for centuries.

www.visitRijeka.hr
By intertwining and respecting the tradition, the festival **FIUMARE** and the city of **Rijeka – Port of Diversity – European Capital of Culture 2020** create a new future together.

The sea connects coasts and ports, it connects people. The sea opens views. Maritime cities propagate multiculturalism as a way of life and creation.

By connecting the maritime and commercial tradition of the past with contemporary everyday life, **FIUMARE – Kvarner Festival of the Sea and Maritime Tradition** becomes a sort of time machine on authentic locations of Delta – Mrtvi Kanal (Dead Canal) and Verdijeva Street – a connection between the market and the port.

The traditional wooden sailing boats in Mrtvi Kanal, merchants and craftsmen in traditional costumes from all parts of Kvarner, interactive seamanship and fishing skills workshops, ship modelling workshops and the promotion of old customs, photographs and paintings, gastronomic offer of autochthonous meals and wine, rowing and sailing for the visitors, the ball of sails and lights, fishermen night, numerous thematic exhibitions and films, educational lectures, workshops intended for children, open doors of museums, libraries and the astronomical center … it is a patchwork of revived images of Mrtvi Kanal through centuries.

This is the **FIUMARE** festival.
1. City Hall
2. Sušak Inhabitants Club, 1b Račkoga Street
3. Botel Marina
4. Jedrarska Street
5. Karolina Riječka Pier
6. Korzo
7. Natural History Museum Rijeka
8. Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Rijeka
9. Fish Market
10. Mrtvi Kanal
11. Mrtvi Kanal (along Wenzelova Street), Verdijeva Street (next to the theatre, from Wenzelova Street to the market)
12. Sport Fishing Association Luben
13. Quay Boduli and the Passenger port basin
14. Rijeka breakwater
15. Exhibition Educational Centre CTK Rijeka, 6 Školjić
16. Rijeka City Library – Central Department, 28 Filodrammatica
17. Faculty of Maritime Studies, 2 Studentska Street
18. Maritime School Bakar, 14 Nautička Street, Bakar
19. Open depot of the railway warehouse on Žabica
20. Elementary School Gelsi
21. Rijeka City Library – Children Department Stribor, Square 128. brigade HV 6
22. Rijeka City Library – National Reading Room, 24 Korzo
23. Rijeka City Library – Branch Trsat, 1 Trg Viktora Bubnja
24. Astronomical Centre Rijeka
25. Beach Pećine
Tuesday, 28 May

6 KORZO
9 a.m. – 8 p.m. **Presentation of traditional boats** which participate in the Kvarner Festival of the Sea and Maritime Tradition **FIUMARE 2019** – review of the boats and evaluation of authenticity

5 KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER
12 a.m. **Opening ceremony** of the 8th Kvarner Festival of the Sea and Maritime Tradition – **FIUMARE 2019** with the ceremonial procession of the festival participants (from the square Trg Bana Jelačića (fountain), across Korzo to the square Jadranski Trg and back to the Karolina Riječka Pier)

**Lošinj lugger Nerezinac** – exhibition of photographs showing the restoration of the ship, author Mladen Šćerbe

**Announcement of the most authentic traditional boat of the Festival and raising the European Maritime Day flag**

13 QUAY BODULI AND THE PASSENGER PORT BASIN
13 h – 8 p.m. **21st ROWING REGATTA** of the University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies

6 KORZO (near the boats)
8 p.m. **Musical Story Kalafat, Papagalo i Batana**, home musical/musical story performed by the ensemble INTERMEZZO from Rijeka, author Mensur Puhovac
Wednesday, 29 May

1 KORZO (windows of the Rijeka City Hall)
9 a.m. – 8 p.m.
Lošinj lugger Nerezinac – exhibition of photographs showing the restoration of the ship, author Mladen Šćerbe*

9 FISH MARKET
11 a.m.
The Diversity of Fish in the Adriatic Sea, opening of the exhibition organized by the Natural History Museum Rijeka

5 KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER
5 p.m. – 8 p.m.
Open Deck Day
Tour of the gullet Oloferna – Museo Navigante Adriatico, exhibition, workshops
Tour of the Lošinj lugger Nerezinac and the Interpretation Centre for Maritime Heritage of the Island of Lošinj below deck

9:30 p.m.
Astronomy evening on the pier
Observing the night sky with portable telescopes on the Karolina Riječka Pier – street astronomy organized by the Academic Astronomical Society Rijeka

* for more information, see Accompanying exhibitions
Thursday, 30 May

1  Windows of the Rijeka City Hall and KORZO
  9 a.m. – 8 p.m.  Croatian Traditional Boats and Ships and presentation of traditional boats

10 MRTVI KANAL
  9 a.m. – 8 p.m.  Presentation of traditional boats in the canal Mrtvi Kanal

5 KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER
  5 p.m. – 8 p.m.  Open Deck Day
  Tour of the gullet Oloferna – Museo Navigante Adriatico, exhibition, workshops
  Tour of the Lošinj lugger Nerezinac and the Interpretation Centre for Maritime Heritage of the Island of Lošinj below deck

8 MARITIME AND HISTORY MUSEUM OF THE CROATIAN LITTORAL, 1 Muzejski trg
  7 p.m.  Kvarner and Istria in the Eyes of the Foreigners, presentation of the monograph, author Svein Monnesland

11 MRTVI KANAL (along Wenzelova Street), VERDIJEVA STREET (next to the theatre, from Wenzelova Street to the market)
  9 a.m. – 2 p.m.  Eco-ethnic fair of autochthonous products

* for more information, see Accompanying exhibitions
Friday, 31 May

10 MRTVI KANAL
9 a.m. – 8 p.m.  Presentation of traditional boats in the canal Mrtvi Kanal

11 MRTVI KANAL (along Wenzelova Street), VERDIJEVA STREET (next to the theatre, from Wenzelova Street to the market)
9 a.m. – 2 p.m.  Eco-ethnic fair of autochthonous products

5 KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER I PASSENGER PORT BASIN
5 p.m. – 8 p.m.  Workshops of traditional seamen skills

13 RIJEKA (Passenger port basin)
6 p.m. – 7:30 p.m.  Traditional Sailing Boats Regatta FIUMARE 2019 in the port basin
6 p.m. – 9 p.m.  Traditional Primorje Evening for the Soul
9 p.m.  The Ball of Sails and Lights FIUMARE 2019 accompanied by the tenor Voljen Grbac
10 p.m.  Karolina Riječka saves Rijeka, staging of the historic event
10:30 p.m.  Ceremonial fireworks
Saturday, 1 June

10 MRTVI KANAL
9 a.m. – 8 p.m.  **Presentation of traditional boats** in the canal Mrtvi Kanal

11 MRTVI KANAL (along Wenzelova Street), VERDIJEVA STREET (next to the theatre, from Wenzelova Street to the market)
9 a.m. – 2 p.m.  **Eco-ethnic fair** of autochthonous products

5 KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER (Passenger port)
9 a.m. – 2 p.m.  **Open Deck Day**
Tour of the **gullet Oloferna – Museo Navigante Adriatico**, exhibition, workshops
Tour of the Lošinj lugger **Nerezinac** and the Interpretation Centre for Maritime Heritage of the Island of Lošinj below deck
Tour of the training ships **Kraljica mora**
Tour of the ship **Marina** (navigating bridge)

5 p.m. – 12 h  **Traditional Primorje Evening FIUMARE 2019**

7 p.m. – 8 p.m.  **Workshops of traditional seamen skills**

4 p.m. – 7 p.m.  **Sailing and rowing in traditional boats** for the parents and the children in the passenger port basin

7 p.m.  **Presenting awards** to the participants of the Traditional Sailing Boats Regatta **FIUMARE 2019**
Sunday, 2 June

**BASIN IN FRONT OF RIJEKA PORT AND THE KAROLINA RIJEČKA PIER**

8 a.m. – 11:30 a.m.  **Fishing Cup** of the Local Council Luka and Sport and Fishing Society Luben

12 h  Weighing the catch and declaring the winner

From 4 p.m.  **38th Primorje Regatta of Cruisers Rijeka – City of Cres – Rijeka**, the cruisers are expected at the finish line in front of the Karolina Riječka Pier, organized by the Sailing Club “3. Maj”
Monday, 3 June

FACULTY OF MARITIME STUDIES, 2 Studentska Street
12 h – 4 p.m.

Faculty of Maritime Studies Open Door Day
Tour of the faculty building, classrooms, simulators and exhibitions:

Titanic – Carpathia: 100 Years After, Sea Giants, Jadrolinija, Military Maritime Academy in Rijeka 1866 – 1914, Seamen Knots

www.visitRijeka.hr
**Wednesday, 4 June**

**BEACH PEĆINE**
9 a.m. – 11 a.m.

**The Sea and Plastics**, workshop with the demonstration of the autonomous diving technique, heads: Marin Kirinčić and Željka Modrić Surina, with prior notice for school children on the phone 051 553 674, organized by the Natural History Museum Rijeka

**NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, 1 Lorenzov prolaz**
9 a.m. – 8 p.m.

**Open Door Day of the Natural History Museum Rijeka**, visit to the permanent exhibition of underwater photographs **“The Diversity of Fish in the Adriatic Sea”**, author of the photographs: Marinko Babić, author of the exhibition: Marcelo Kovačić, free entrance

6:30 p.m. – 7 p.m. **Presentation of the application “Blue Eye”** – Milvana Arko-Pijevac, Borut Kružić, guidance through the permanent exhibitions by the Natural History Museum Rijeka, Marcelo Kovačić, PhD, Marin Kirinčić

7 p.m. – 8 p.m.

**LNG terminal – harmful effect of the open re-gasification system for the environment and nature**, Milvana Arko-Pijevac, Natural History Museum
**MARITIME AND HISTORY MUSEUM OF THE CROATIAN LITTORAL**

10 a.m. – 8 p.m.  **Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Open Door Day**, tour of the museum, its permanent exhibitions and the exhibitions **Kvarner Sails**

---

**OPEN DEPOT OF THE CITY MUSEUM OF RIJEKA, Žabica 4**

12 h – 7 p.m.  **Open Door Day of the exhibition Rijeka Torpedo – First in the World***

5 p.m.  Expert guide through the exhibition for the citizens, lecturer Goran Pernjek

---

**MARITIME SCHOOL BAKAR, Bakar**

4 p.m. – 6 p.m.  **Maritime School Bakar Open Door Day**

---

**ASTRONOMICAL CENTER RIJEKA**

**Title of the day:**  **The Sea is Our Universe, the Universe is Our Sea** – programme for the wider audience

6 p.m.  **Ten Best Galaxies** – live presentation at the planetarium – regular ticket charge (ACR)

6:30 p.m.  **Earth, Our Space Ship** – free demonstration workshop + jigsaw puzzles (AAS) – great hall

7 p.m.  **Untameable Universe – the Source of Life** – film projection at the planetarium – regular ticket charge (ACR)

8 p.m.  **Astronautics – Finding New Worlds by Floating Through Space** – free lecture (AAS)

9 p.m.  **Under the Clear Sky** – Stellarium – free demonstration workshop of orientation on the night sky (AAS)

10 p.m.  **Sky over Kvarner** – free observation of celestial bodies through telescopes – ACR panoramic terrace

* for more information, see accompanying exhibitions
ACCOMPANYING EXHIBITIONS

- **Lošinj lugger Nerezinac** – exhibition of photographs showing the restoration of the ship, author Mladen Šćerbe (City Hall windows, 16 Korzo)

- **Fishing in Antiquity**, author Dušanka Romanović (Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Rijeka, 1 Muzejski trg)

- **Live the Sea** – individual exhibition of photographs by the awarded author Ivan Kosić on the topic of the sea (Sušak Inhabitants Club, 1b Račkoga Street)

- **The Diversity of the Fish in the Adriatic Sea** – exhibition, author of the photographs Marinko Babić, author of the exhibition Marcelo Kovačić, PhD, exhibition organized by the Natural History Museum Rijeka, 1 Lorenzov prolaz

- **Croatian evaluation exhibition of model ships Rijeka 2019** – exhibition organizers: Croatian Ship Modellers’ Association and the Centre of Technical Culture Rijeka, Exhibition Education Centre, 6 Školjić (from 4 until 13 June, open from 9 a.m. until 8 p.m. on working days, from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday)

- Permanent exhibition on the topic of seamanship **Kvarner Sails** – author: Nikša Mendeš (Maritime and History Museum of the Croatian Littoral Rijeka)

- Exhibition **Rijeka Torpedo – First in the World** – City Museum of Rijeka and Maritime and History Museum (in the open depot of the railway warehouse on Žabica)

- **Šajeta – Mirage, three centuries of existence, two decades of revitalization**, fifteen years since the first regatta, exhibition, author Luciano Keber (Sport and Fishing Association Luben, 4 Wenzlova)
• Exhibition at the vessel Oloferne (Karolina Riječka Pier)

• Exhibition at the Interpretation of Centre of Maritime Heritage of the Island of Lošinj (under the deck of the Lošinj lugger Nerezinac, Karolina Riječka Pier)

• Exhibition of photographs/portraits People of the Sea – author: Marko Valjak (Sport Fishing Association LUBEN, 4 Venzelova Street)

• Exhibitions Titanic – Carpathia: 100 Years After, Sea Giants, Jadrolinija, Military Maritime Academy in Rijeka 1866 – 1914, Seamen Knots (University of Rijeka Faculty of Maritime Studies)

• Collection of books with maritime topics at the Second Hand Bookshop MALI NEBODER (Ciottina 20 b)

Organizers reserve the right to alter the programme.

www.visitRijeka.hr

ACCOMPANYING EVENTS:
RI GASTRO
3 June – 9 June SRDELA JE IN
FIUMARE
Kvarnerski festival mora - Rijeka

Organizers

GRAD RIJEKA
primorsko goranska

Kvarner
RIJEKA

Sponsors

LUČKA UPRAVA RIJEKA
PORT OF RIJEKA AUTHORITY

TRADICIJSKA JEDRA
KVARNERA I ISTRE
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